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DOL TIMES
Lunsford Heading Overseas

It was announced this past week that Weston Lunsford would be taking his talents overseas to play Fantasy
Football while DOL is in it’s offseason. We sat down with the owner of Weston, inc. for a Sunday
Conversation:
DOL: “Thank you for joining us Mr. Lunsford. Tell us, what made you look into overseas fantasy football?”
Weston: “It’s all about the money when you play overseas man, my inspiration is Stephon Marbury.
DOL: “Did this decision have anything to do with your noted struggles the past two seasons?”
Weston: “I attribute this season’s struggles to being distracted. For those who don’t know, I signed a
lucrative record deal (shout out to Bad Boy Records), and hanging with my boy Oscar Pistorious.
DOL: “How doyou feel you will do overseas?”
Weston: “The speed of the game is much different, you know with dial up internet and so forth. (Only
Hank can relate). So far the transition has been pretty seamless though.”
DOL: “How would you compare league leadership?”
Weston: “I quickly found out there’s no international LM like HATH, inc. NO unity council, no quality
awards, leads to a more boring season. If the world ends this season I’m glad I’ve made amends with Taf, I
still think Whitson isn’t real (Bryan’s alter ego), and my only regret is not having a Best Team Name Award.

I’M NOT ONE TO GOSSIP…BUT
Rumors have always been a big part of Fantasy Football. We have all heard them: “Will Adrian Peterson be ready for the first game,
How long can Tom Brady keep putting up big numbers, Is Rex Ryan fat”. You get the idea. Recently I’ve started hearing some rumors
about the DOL participants. Today, I write with a sad pen because I am sad. I would like to address a few of these rumors. I have
gone to the source wherever possible and I feel confident my sources are sincere and accurate. I use the rumor website “Lowpes” for
fact checking.
Rumor 1: Hank Hullet has hired an attorney (lawyer) to research a possible slander claim on behalf of his house phone.
Lowpes says: False. While Hullet has been whining some about the abuse of his communications, no attorney has been obtained.
Sources do tell me Hullet has not ruled out anything.
Additional sources used: David Kell
Rumor 2: Bob and Zane are checking into a merger with Will Spencer.
Lowpes says: Partially true. Spencer has been doing some crying about his lack of recent success and has approached several
teams for help. Team Lowe would be a good choice because they are extremely disappointed new teams are brought in without them
getting their own team. While Commish Hathaway would likely veto any considered merger, we will have to take a wait and see
approach.
Additional Sources used: Billy Spencer, Dr. David Spencer
Rumor 3: Taf Bentley is really in charge of the DOL and Hathaway is just a Pinocchio puppet.
Lowpes says: Incredibly False. This is one I actually thought possible, with the rumors of Hathaway being forced into retirement
(Rumor 5). I really dug into this one to see what was going on. Several things came to the surface which helped clear this up. First of
all Bentley coaches at Pace. Mickey Lindsey (Lindsay) would have to approve anything Bentley does. Pretty sure The Mick wouldn’t
allow this to fly. I’m told there is a better chance Frank Lay is in charge of Hathaway (unchecked).
Additional Sources used: Billy Spencer, Carol Ann Jones, Jay Lindsey (ay), Stephen Shell, Zoe’ Shore, a guy I saw buying beer at the
corner store by Pace High, a lady in the cafeteria who slipped me some chicken (fish) nuggets.
Rumor 4: Buddy Jordan and the Milton City Council are looking into shutting down any Fantasy Football Leagues inside city limits.
Lowpes says: False. This rumor was quickly squashed. Apparently Troy and Jacob were arguing over who had the better
management skills and Mr. Jordan grew weary of the argument. Apparently when Mr. Jordan brought it to the council, Wesley Meiss
said, “Oh heck, let the kids play their game.” DOL Shout out to W. Meiss for having our back.
Additional Sources used: Wes Meiss, Missy Jordan, Pat Lunsford, the guy checking my gas meter
Rumor 5. Several (all) members around the DOL are tiring of B. Hathaway and are wanting him to step down and move to
Tallahassee.
Lowpes says: Partially true. I can neither confirm nor deny a secret league owner (no commish) meeting took place at the Applebee’s
on Highway 29 in Pensacola and then everyone went to see Les Miserables’ in the theater behind Applebee’s and then a Starbucks
beverage. Probably never happened. However, there have been some rumblings (specifically Nelson and that Whitson guy) about
when will Hathaway move on. Someone whose name rhymes with Smaf Mentley stood up strong in Hathaway’s defense (See Rumor
3). Team Lowe was quick to show support of …Hathaway moving. “Give us our own dang teams”, Zane Lowe apparently yelled. At
the end of meeting (that never happened), B. Hathaway was given a vote of confidence by Creel.
Additional sources used: Pearl Davidson (Applebee’s waitress), Billy Spencer, Dr. David Spencer, Mr. Coach Kline, Boston and
Brooklyn Bentley, Chad Hunsucker, 2 guys at Waffle House

